Introduction
Why did Chinese fiction have so much explicit eroticism in the late Ming but then by and large purge itself of this element soon into the early Qing? To be sure, such explicitness had a long tradition in
China, but mainly in the form of sex manuals, not narrative literature. Nor did contents of this sort entirely disappear in the Qing, though they did tend to be confined to xiaoshuo with little more than erotic entertainment as goal.1
But entertainment and sensation are only a part of what the seventeenth-century works offer. Though people decide for themselves such levels of appeal, let me naively assume that when they read an account of sexual intercourse they hope, in some vicarious but also assured way, to feel the pleasure that the characters are presumably enjoying. What is a reader to do, then, when a session that is proceeding nicely suddenly goes awry because the man takes an overdose of aphrodisiac, brings on a case of priapism, and dies because he cannot ejaculate?
The point is that successful and harmonious love is rarely portrayed in detail in these works. When it comes to details -such as those of male endurance -sexuality is presented as fundamentally problematic.
The problems are not the superficial ones of erotic tales with token moralistic frameworks. The general theme is that sexuality can and must be enjoyed, but only provisionally or even accidentally; excess is dangerous and unhealthy.
In defiance of problems and limitations is the sexual self that appears in these works, which is essentially the imperial self who is free to act at will. The Chinese ars erotica provides a distant model for this self and is always an underlying model for these xiaoshuo. The selves in the sex manuals are the emperor (or his microcosmic likenesses) and his beloved consorts, who are the natural receivers of his earthly-divine act of love. He suffers no restraints except his own innate capacities, which the manuals teach how to nurture and enhance; the women suffer no restraints because they have naturally superior capacities and because they are his teachers (in mythic times, the Pure Girl, Su teaches the Yellow Emperor the art of sex), his counselors, and bearers of offspring, i.e., links with the future. Such an arrangement illustrates an ideal form of traditional patriarchy, where the center is occupied by the benign patriarch who is the source of all virtue and energy. Women are presumed to encompass him from all sides, to ground and overarch his very existence. In such a cosmic context the question of equality is nonexistent, as is the one of sexual rivalry.
In the xiaoshuo, of course, questions of compatibility are open; and the sexual battle is not necessarily easygoing. It is often as if partners vie for the possession of pleasure and power. The way their struggle is enacted tells us something about the history of sexual attitudes in late traditional China, in particular, about how men and women play their roles in sexual and other social interactions.
As a major part of the critical function of these xiaoshuo, erotic detail not only undresses the characters in the story but also the society outside. Undressing is a word for describing the way these ab-
